TRAVELING
THROUGH
WATERCOLORS
SEPTEMBER 6-15
2019

6th September
Arrival in Hotel, check in and orientation
8:00pm Dinner in hotel

TRIP ITINERARY
STABIAE
SORRENTO COAST
NAPLES

7th September
Breakfast
9:00am - 11:00am Class 1: Introduction to Watercolor
Basics
Departure with sack lunch for guided tour of Roman Villas
of Ancient Stabiae (private bus): tour and painting
Dinner in Hotel
8th September
9:00 - 11:00am Class 2: Tone, Drawing and Color
9.Departure to Sorrento tour of the city with sack lunch.
Special experience: The Lemon’s Garden
Free dinner
9th September
9:00 - 11:00am Class 3: Negative Space and the “Whites”
Free Day
10th September
9:00 - 11:00am Class 4: Tone, Exploring Texture
Departure to Pompeii with sack lunch
Guided tour of Pompeii Ruins and Painting
7.00pm Sunset Aperitif on sea

TRIP ITINERARY
STABIAE
SORRENTO COAST
NAPLES

11th September
Breakfast
9:30am Departure to Gragnano by private bus. Pasta
Factory Visit
Special experience: How to make the original Neapolitan
pizza and lunch in Pizzeria
4:00 - 6:00pm Class 5 Composition through landscape
Free dinner
12th September
9:30 - 11:30am Class 6: Personal Expression
Departure by cable car to Faito Mountain with sack
lunch: trekking and painting
Sea food dinner
13th September
Departure to Naples by private bus with sack lunch and
check in Hotel
Archaeological Museum of Naples (MANN)
Free time for painting
Pizza dinner
14th September
Napoli free day
Farewell dinner: typical Neapolitan menu
15th September
Departure

STABIAE
SORRENTO
COAST
“Among vineyards, olivetrees, gardens of oranges
and lemons, orchards,
heaped-up rocks, green
gorges in the hills, and
by the bases of snowcovered heights, and
through small towns with
handsome dark-haired
women at the doors – and
pass delicious summer
villas – to Sorrento where
the poet Tasso drew his
inspiration from the
beauty surrounding him”.
(Pictures from Italy,
Charles Dickens, 1845)

NAPLES
The historic center of
Naples is the core of the ci
ty also declared a World
Heritage Site. Here the
urban fabric overlaps the
anthropological fiber
formed by stratifications
of cultures throughout the
centuries, dominations
that give to this city a
beating heart and a
soul always alive. Visitors
can see real jewels of art,
architecture, breathtaking landscapes, there
are shops of artisans
excelled, narrow streets
close to the majestic roads
and squares, all exists in a
dynamic and
vibrant ambient.

ARCHAELOGICAL
RUINS
Campania is exceptionally
rich in Roman
archaeology, The Ancient
Pompeii is the most
famous and visited site of
the world.
The eruption of Vesuvius
in 79 AD, give us, today,
the possibility to see an
incredible photo of the
roman life!
Last but not least you can
admire ruins comimg
from Greek time. Paestum
is a major ancient Greek
city on the coast of the
Tyrrhenian Sea in Magna
Graecia (southern Italy).

TRAVEL'S HIGHLIGHT

POMPEII RUINS
Ancient Pompeii covers 44 hectares of the excavated areas, it is the only
archaeological site in the world that gives us the image of a complete Roman
city. The ruins of the Domus, public buildings, the Theatre, the Baths, the
lupanare and objects of daily use, are flanked by dramatic testimonies of life
that has suddenly stopped one morning of August 79 AD.
Around the famous Pompeii it's possible to admire other little archaelogical
jewels as Stabiae and Oplontis, two pearls of fine arts.

TRAVEL HIGHLIGHT

MANN
The National Archaeological Museum of Naples (MANN) has got the most important
and richest heritage of italian artworks and artifacts and, for this reason, it is one of the
most relevant museum in the world. In the museum you can admire more than 3000
evidences of priceless value and thousands of objects dated back to stone age or
ancient times.
The Museum has an expository area of 12.650 square metres and it has 3 main sections:
Farnese collection (with evidences from Roman Age).
Pompeii collection (with evidences from Vesuvius area and from Borbonic collection).
Egyptian collection (it is the second Egyptian collection in Italy, after the one from
Turin).

SPECIAL EXPERIENCE

PIZZA LAB
Learn how to make the original Neapolitan pizza guided by pizza artisan.
The kitchen is an immediate representation of a culture and, as such,
knowing the kitchen of a city is the best way to know its history. We invite
you to immerse yourself in discovering Gragnano, “the city of pasta”, and
the wonderful Valley of the mills where the world’s most famous pasta is
born. You will discover all the phases and secrets that create an
authentic pizza, allowing you to make it at home anytime you want!

SPECIAL EXPERIENCE

MOUNT FAITO TREKKING
Faito Mountain, named for the beech trees that blanket its slopes, offers some of
the best hiking trails in the area. From its highest point, you can set off along a
number of routes that lead past churches and ancient cisterns, and through
spectacular beech and black pine forests, where it’s often possible to spot birds,
butterflies, and small mammals in the wild. A road and cable car run up 3,711 feet
(1,131 meters) to one of the highest peaks on the Sorrentine Peninsula, where the
views of the Amalfi Coast—from the Gulf of Salerno to the Bay of Naples—are
stellar.

PROGRAM FEE
Price for person 1.950 €
accommodation in double room
Additional cost for accommodation in single
room 220 € for all nights
Early booking within 30 of March : 1.900 €
The price includes:
- Workshop
- Classes as scheduled
- Working spaces
Accommodation and meals
- 7 overnights at Vesuvian Institute in double
room - Full board, half board and sack lunch as
scheduled
- 2 overnights in hotel in Naples in double room
BB treatment
- Lunch in Pizzeria in Gragnano
- Dinner in typical seafood in restaurant
- Dinner in Pizzeria in Naples
- Farewell dinner in restaurant in Naples
- Sunset Aperitif
Guided tour and assistance
- Roman Villas of Ancient Stabiae
- Archeological site of Pompeii
- Archaeological Museum of Naples
- Full assistance

Special Experiences
- Mount Faito
- Lab: How to make the original Neapolitan pizza
- Pasta Factory Visit
- The Lemon’s Garden: visit and tasting
Transfer
Sorrento by commuter train
- Roman Villas of Ancient Stabiae by private bus
- Gragnano Pizza Lab by private bus
- Archeological site of Pompeii by commuter train
- Naples Hotel by private bus
- Cable Car
Tickets:
- Archaelogical Museum of Naples
- Pompeii archaeological site
Price not includes
- Airfare
- Transfer at arrival and departure
- Extra
- Art materials

nicoletta@italylab.education
anna@italylab.education

www.italylab.education

